101 Complete the sentence with the function of language showing result. 
You should take proper diet.  
(A) Because you are weak.  
(C) If you want to be healthy.  
(D) So that you can remain healthy.  
(B) When you feel weakness.

102 Find out the proper passive voice. They say he was a spy.  
(A) He is said to have been a spy.  
(B) He was said to be a spy.  
(C) They say him a spy.  
(D) He was say to be a spy.

103 Find out the incorrect part. Charan was found guilty and sent to the prison.  
1 2 3 4  
(A) 4  
(B) 3  
(C) 2  
(D) 1

104 Find out the correct reported speech. Keval said, "Malik, do you know who killed him?"  
(A) Keval asked Malik if he knew who killed him.  
(B) Keval asked Malik whether did he know who killed him.  
(C) Keval asked Malik if he knew who had killed him.  
(D) Keval asked Malik whether he did know who had killed him.

105 Which expression can complete the sentence correctly? The guide ___ to visit the lighthouse.  
(A) asked that I wanted  
(B) said that I want.  
(C) said if I wanted  
(D) asked whether I wanted

106 Find out the incorrect part. Ratanbhai has invested a big amount of money in this firm.  
1 2 3 4  
(A) 1  
(B) 2  
(C) 3  
(D) 4

107 What is the function of the word 'after' in the sentence? After meeting, my friend rang me to congratulate.  
(A) conjunction  
(B) prepositional phrase  
(C) preposition  
(D) linking word

108 Fill in the blanks. Kandarp said was not wrong but it was different for Dhiren to follow ___ he was thinking in another way.  
(A) When, and  
(B) Why, still  
(C) What, as  
(D) That, because of

109 Identify the figure of speech. Make the lungs laugh, the throat cry.  
(A) Apostrophe  
(B) Simile  
(C) Euphemism  
(D) Synecdoche

110 Arrange the jumbled parts and make a meaningful sentence.  
Mathematical advance / a man past fifty / I do not know / initiated by / an instance of a major.  
1 2 3 4 5  
(A) 51342  
(B) 35421  
(C) 51324  
(D) 35142

111 Find out the sentence with correct punctuations.  
(A) *Indeed I have not!* exclaimed the Raja. "I completely forgot about the bird."  
(B) *Indeed, I have not!* exclaimed the Raja. "I completely forgot about the bird."  
(C) *Indeed, I have not!* exclaimed the Raja. "I completely forgot about the bird."  
(D) *Indeed I have not!* exclaimed the Raja. "I completely forgot about the bird."

112 Find out the correct sentence.  
(A) Gandhiji also said: 'There is enough on this earth for everybody's need but not sufficient for one's greed.'  
(B) Gandhiji also said: 'There is enough on this earth for everybody's need but not sufficient for one's greed.'  
(C) Gandhiji also said: 'There is enough on this earth for everybody's need but not sufficient for one's greed.'  
(D) Gandhiji also said: 'There is enough on this earth for everybody's need but not sufficient for one's greed.'
113 Fill in the blanks.
Once we visited the valley of flowers. We were ______ when we looked a ______ view of nature. It was really alluring.
(A) sad, show  (B) stunned, panoramic
(C) joy, big      (D) wonderful, vast

114 Find out the sentence having similar meaning. Reshma was a spastic.
(A) Reshma was smart. (B) Reshma could not listen properly.
(C) Reshma could not speak. (D) Reshma had no control over her legs and hands.

115 Find out how many mistakes there are in the paragraph:
"I am out of station then, but I will come tomorrow and give you the extra key for the main door. I will also get furniture in the kitchen repair and get the gas heater fixed in the bathroom. I will also get the curtain fixed in the drawing hall last week."
(A) 2  (B) 3  (C) 5  (D) 6

116 Choose the correct arrangement to make meaningful sentence.
match the excitement / there is nothing to / go off in the night / and a brilliant showers of colours / 1 2 3 4
sky with a loud bang / when crackers.
5 6
(A) 2, 3, 6, 1, 4, 5 (B) 6, 3, 1, 2, 4, 5 (C) 2, 6, 3, 4, 5, 1 (D) 2, 1, 6, 3, 5, 4

117 Choose the correct option to complete the sentence.
According to the secretary of the Palakkad’s Public Library, "If women read books, they..."
(A) would understand their skills. (B) would be ready to reform the society.
(C) would realize their strength and forge a unity. (D) would understand their condition in the society.

118 "I have teachers who taught me how to go about things," said Arun. Here the underlined phrase means...
(A) tackle (B) compromise (C) chase (D) achieve

119 Jalpa asked Kartik not to take her cellphone without her permission to call his friends that day. - Turn into direct speech.
(A) Jalpa said to Kartik, "Don't take my cellphone without my permission to call my friends that day."
(B) Jalpa said to Kartik, "Don't take my cellphone without my permission to call your friends today."
(C) Jalpa asked Kartik, "Don't take your cellphone without my permission to call your friends today."
(D) Jalpa said to Kartik, "Don't take my cellphone without my permission to call your friends tomorrow."

120 Both my school and college had plenty of green cover. - This sentence can also be written as ...
(A) Either my school or college had plenty of green cover.
(B) Neither my school nor college had plenty of green cover
(C) My school and college had hardly any green cover
(D) Not only my school but also college had plenty of green cover.

121 Choose the appropriate responses focusing on the function given in the brackets to complete the dialogue.
Ved: Arya, have you ever visited Rajasthan...? (describing place)
Arya: yes, two times.
Ved: Then you must be knowing about Rana Pratap........... (describing person)
Arya: yes, I know much about him.
(A) whose glory is well-known, whom was a great king.
(B) who is famous for its palaces and forts, whose horse was also brave.
(C) which is a neighboring state of Gujarat, whose name is remembered with pride.
(D) that tells us the story of bravery, which was a great warrior.
Choose the appropriate set of words to complete the extract.

I address myself to all the friends of _______, and conjure them _______ direct their compassionately.
regards to my unhappy fate, in order to remove the prejudices _______. I am _______.

(A) young - to - for which - the (B) youth - to - of which - the
(C) youth - with - which - a (D) young - at - for which - the

Choose the correct sentence.

(A) I am honored to be with you today at your commencement from one of the finest universities in the
world.
(B) I honor to be with you today at your commencement from one of the finest universities in the
world.
(C) I am honored to be with you today for your commencement from one of the finest universities in
the world.
(D) I honor to be with you today at your commencement one of the finest universities in the world.

Choose the correct condition.

(A) If you had gone through the text books, you will have scored good marks in this test.
(B) If you went through the text books, you could have scored good marks in this test.
(C) If you had gone through the text books, you would have scored good marks in this test.
(D) If you go through the text books, you would scored good marks in this test.

Match each phrase with its appropriate meaning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>give out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>run out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>take off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>put out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>extinguish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>remove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>exhaust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>declare</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Choose the option with all the correct spellings.

(A) condescend - rheumatism - ingredients
(B) condescend - rheumatism - ingredients
(C) condescend - rheumatism - ingredients
(D) condescended - rheumatism - ingredients

Choose the appropriate answer as per the read no 5, playing with fire.

Roger Bacon ______ and he belonged to
(A) a priest - china (B) a scientist - England (C) a monk - England (D) a historian - Japan

Choose the appropriate option to complete the extract.

The Hindu temple in ______, India was packed with thousands for a ______ festival early Sunday when the fire works began - an unauthorized ______ display that went ______ wrong.

(A) southern - religion - pyrotechnic - horrible (B) southern - religious - pyrotechnic - horrifying
(C) southern - religious - pyrotechnical - horror (D) southern - regional - pyrotechnical - horror

Choose the correct option to complete the sentence.

I am very lazy about getting up early in the morning but my brother is health conscious. I ______ go for a walk in the morning whereas he goes for a walk _______.

(A) always - never (B) generally - sometimes
(C) rarely - quite often (D) never - hardly

Choose the appropriate and meaningful conversation from the following.

(A) Jay : Dhuvi, I am going out to get some snacks. Do you want anything? Dhuvi: I am afraid. I am not hungry.
(B) Raj: what would you like to have - something hot or cold? Vinni: you can't take any.
(C) Meghna: can you show me the way to post office? Ritesh: Never mind. It's O.K.
(D) Soha: Hello Shivani, Nice to meet you. Shivani: I am from Baroda.
131 Identify the function of language.
You should not take it easily although it seems everything normal
(A) showing reason (B) showing result
(C) describing contrast (D) describing comparison

132 Fill in the blanks with proper word. Milan always says _______ things about others.
(A) nest (B) nasty (C) nestiness (D) nesting

133 Find out the proper word for description. You never really know what she's thinking.
(A) independent (B) secretive (C) bossy (D) malicious

134 Fill in the blank with proper verb. The tired and sleepy wolf was getting ready to _______ the killed goat.
(A) devour (B) chase (C) purse (D) stalk

135 Which time of the day is indicated by this sentence? "The green grass under her feet become golden yellow."
(A) Morning (B) Noon (C) Afternoon (D) Night

136 Which question is suitable to get answer for the underlined part.
Mohan practised _______ a day.
(A) How many hours did Mohan practise a day? (B) How long did Mohan practise a day?
(C) How much hours did Mohan practise a day? (D) How far did Mohan practise a day?

137 Fill in the blank _______ is used by the dentist to check the patient's teeth.
(A) canal (B) hygiene (C) probe (D) enamel

138 Find out the most similar word. Prosperity
(A) improve quality (B) proper development (C) enrichment (D) savings

139 Find out the word for given description. An instrument showing direction.
(A) protractor (B) scale (C) enamatic (D) compass

140 Of which vehicle is aileron part?
(A) A Bike (B) A Plane (C) A Car (D) A Bicycle

141 A person who helps another to do something wicked or illegal is an _______.
(A) Amputee (B) Associate (C) Accomplice (D) Abactor

142 Choose the correct option according to unit - "Too Dear". The king of Monaco had monopoly of _______ business.
(A) polls (B) wine (C) tobacco (D) gambling

143 Choose the correct comparison
(A) No other boys worked as hard as Prayag.
(B) Amir jumps better than any other student.
(C) Sonal does not deliver dialogues as good as I.
(D) You did not sing better than her.

144 People believe that he is the hero of the town. - Turn it into Passive voice.
(A) That he is the hero of the town was believed by people.
(B) Both C and D
(C) It is believed that he is the hero of the town.
(D) He is believed to be the hero of the town.

145 "A will will find a way." - Which of the following reads describes this proverb well?
(A) The Human Robot (B) Playing with Fire
(C) An interview with Arun Krishnamurthy (D) Tune up. O Teens

146 Choose the appropriate answer to complete the sentence.
It is observed that the female in all most all the species is ... (A) dull in comparison with the male. (B) large and attractive looking.
(C) as good looking the male. (D) smaller as the male.

147 Choose a common word for the underlined euphemism.
I am afraid Mr. Sharma _______ in London last night.
(A) left for (B) died (C) reached (D) missed

148 Select the appropriate word to complete the sentence meaningfully.
I am not sharing my piece of cake with you. Don't _______ it.
(A) nose (B) head (C) mouth (D) eye

149 "Drat!" Said the girl kicking her school bag. - Here the word "drat" shows the sense of...
(A) jealousy (B) annoyance (C) surprise (D) hatred
Choose the appropriate pair of words that is having opposite words to each other

(A) malicious - vicious  (B) malicious - sympathetic
(C) snobbish - arrogant  (D) pioneer - initial

151 Which one of the following countries is the largest?
(A) Canada  (B) Russia  (C) China  (D) Australia

152 Which country has the largest population?
(A) China  (B) India  (C) Russia  (D) United States

153 Which country is the smallest in terms of area?
(A) Russia  (B) Canada  (C) China  (D) Australia

154 Which country has the highest GDP per capita?
(A) Switzerland  (B) Singapore  (C) Japan  (D) China

155 Which country has the longest coastline?
(A) Russia  (B) Canada  (C) China  (D) Australia

156 Which country is the most populous?
(A) China  (B) India  (C) Russia  (D) United States

157 Which country has the largest forest area?
(A) Canada  (B) Russia  (C) China  (D) Australia

158 Which country has the lowest birth rate?
(A) Japan  (B) Russia  (C) China  (D) United States

159 Which country has the highest reading and writing literacy rate?
(A) China  (B) India  (C) Russia  (D) Australia

160 Which country has the highest percentage of urban population?
(A) China  (B) India  (C) Russia  (D) Australia

161 Which country has the highest expenditure on defense?
(A) China  (B) India  (C) Russia  (D) United States

162 Which country has the highest population growth rate?
(A) India  (B) China  (C) Russia  (D) United States

163 Which country has the highest percentage of population below the poverty line?
(A) China  (B) India  (C) Russia  (D) United States
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>165</td>
<td>ક્ષેત્રોને આપેલા પાક આયોજનના પ્યાર પડશિયાર પ્રકામ પડશિયું કયથી થયું છે?</td>
<td>(A) લેખકના (B) વિશ્વનિયાસક (C) પ્રત્યે (D) પુનઃયોગિતા</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166</td>
<td>માધ્યમકીય યુનિભરેન (જૂન યુનિભર) ને જોડતા હોય કે કાર?</td>
<td>(A) સમયખોંડ (B) પકા આયોજન (C) દોઅંટ આયોજન (D) પ્રયુંદ આયોજન</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>167</td>
<td>વિદ્યાર્થીઓની શાસ્ત્રીય નિયમાર્થા કે કાયાસ જ જાય માટ કે કે સોટી એવા શ્રેષ્ઠ એ છે?</td>
<td>(A) સિંહ કોસ્ટી (B) નિલાં કોસ્ટી (C) પ્રમાણિત કોસ્ટી (D) અદિરોયાસાય કોસ્ટી</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168</td>
<td>ઉમેદિતોને આઘાત કરી સામાન્યીકરણ કરીને સિલાંત, નિયમ, સુંદર કે વ્યાપાર માંગવાની પદધતિ એવી નામદી ઓળખવા કે?</td>
<td>(A) પવણથી પહેરી (B) આભા પહેરી (C) નિયમન પહેરી (D) પૂર્વનાગરન પહેરી</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>169</td>
<td>માધ્યમકીય યુનિવર્સિટી યુનિવર્સિટી એ અમેરિકાની કાર યુનિવર્સિટીમાં વાત વની?</td>
<td>(A) શિક્ષા યુનિવર્સિટી (B) સ્ેન્ટિફ યુનિવર્સિટી (C) એકલાન યુનિવર્સિટી (D) જોયોજના યુનિવર્સિટી</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>હીરનામાંદી ક્રમાંક માટ સમાચાર કે હોય છે?</td>
<td>(A) પુટાકન (B) માપણ (C) પ્રક્રિયા (D) શિક્ષણ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>